Brief description of the progression in the teaching of
reading and writing linked to the text
Week 1

Week 2

Read the first page of the story – Talk for
writing.
What if questions… (No water? No land?)
Simple label/caption about 1-2 of the days so
far.
Read the last page – Talk for writing.
Images of different days.
Which is your favourite and then draw and
write.

What key vocabulary will be learning?

UFS

Vocabulary

Text: Creation

Synopsis ...
Story from the
Christian bible
which tells the
story of how God

Children will draw a picture of what they are
outcome thankful for and label/caption it.
End

created the world
in which we live
in.

Definition

Beginning

The start of something. Like the start of the world
before anything else.

Day

Day time is when it is light and we are up doing things,
like coming to school.

Night

Night time is when it is dark outside and most people are
asleep.

Float

Something hangs in the air, moving slowly and gently
through it.

Gather

When things are collected together in a group.

Glory

The flower was beautiful and impressive and wanted to
stand out.

Earth

This is one of the planets in our solar system. It has lots
of countries and oceans on it. We live on Earth.

Delight

It is a happy feeling, when you really enjoy something.

Creation

When the universe was made, all the creatures and the
water, everything.

Introduction to the text (Monday-Wow)
Large black cloth laid out on the floor, quiet music playing. Set out a cross in the middle and ask the children
what the story could be about. Have the Children of God bible wrapped up and a basket of some objects linked to
the first part of the story: battery powered candle, blue sky, dry land, oceans, flowers, sun, moon, stars.

Link to prior knowledge/ prior texts/ future learning/ texts...

Subject specific teaching to draw from the text...

Children have received this bible when they joined our school.

M - ordinal numbers are used within this story and a good opportunity to
look at 1st, 2nd etc with the children.
RE - we will look at the Christian book the bible and representations of the
story in other bibles as well as use the Godly Play.
EAD - a great opportunity to incorporate basic art skills and represent the
different days through painting/drawing/model making.

